The Trojan Travel Difference

**Discovery:** Enjoy the joys of lifelong learning through the experience of travel. When possible, USC hosts or faculty will accompany your tour.

**Personal Attention:** Our Trojan Travel team, tour directors, local guides and hosts will work together to ensure that your trip is the very best.

**Trojan Family:** Explore the world with USC alumni and other members of the Trojan Family. Unlike the alumni associations of many other universities, no membership fees are required.

**Tradition:** For more than 40 years, Trojan Travel has provided exceptional tours to destinations near and far. We work with the most-professional travel partners to provide the best experiences possible.

**Lots of Options:** Not only do we offer close to 50 trips, but most of them contain elements that allow you to personalize your travel experience. Group travel has been redesigned.

Trojan Travel is pleased to present our 2019 catalog, featuring trips that provide an opportunity for lifelong learning through travel. And we offer something else as well—the excitement and camaraderie of traveling with other members of the Trojan Family. What could be better?

In 2019, USC travelers are invited to explore nearly every region of our wonderful world. Enjoy favorites such as European river cruises and visits to the Far East, as well as brand new tours to Iceland for the northern lights and Uganda to search for mountain gorillas—and so many more! The USC alumni association also marks the 75th anniversary of D-Day, and we’re proud to offer a number of trips that commemorate this milestone.

Our goal at Trojan Travel is to make your journey as easy as possible. Just pack your bags—we take care of the rest. Our office provides support and handles all the necessary details, and professional travel directors assist you throughout your journey. Our travel partners are the best in the industry, and, along with local experts, carefully select and vet the best locations and properties for each tour. In short, we make sure that your Trojan Travel experience is exceptional.

So wherever your travel dreams may take you, let us help you get there. Visit our website— TrojanTravel.usc.edu—for full details, brochures and updates on all the trips listed here (note that most trips can be booked before the brochures are released).

And...be sure to take full advantage of all USC Alumni Association offers and events by keeping your USC contact information current at fightonline.usc.edu or by emailing alumni@usc.edu.

Fight On!...and Travel On!
The Trojan Travel Difference

Discovery: Enjoy the joys of lifelong learning through the experience of travel. When possible, USC icons or faculty will accompany your tour.

Personal Attention: Our Trojan Travel team, tour directors, local guides and hosts will work together to ensure that your trip is the very best.

Trojan Family: Explore the world with USC alumni and other members of the Trojan Family. Unlike the alumni associations of many other universities, no membership fees are required.

Tradition: For more than 40 years, Trojan Travel has provided exceptional tours to destinations near and far. We work with the most-professional travel partners to provide the best experiences possible.

Lots of Options: Not only do we offer close to 50 trips, but most of them contain elements that allow you to personalize your travel experience. Group travel has been redesigned!

Trojan Travel is pleased to present our 2019 catalog, featuring trips that provide an opportunity for lifelong learning through travel and we offer something else as well—the excitement and camaraderie of traveling with other members of the Trojan Family. What could be better?

In 2019, USC travelers are invited to explore nearly every region of our wonderful world. Enjoy favorites such as European river cruises and visits to the Far East, as well as brand new tours to Iceland for the northern lights and Uganda to search for mountain gorillas—and so many more! This year also marks the 75th anniversary of D-Day, and we’re proud to offer a number of trips that commemorate this milestone.

Our goal at Trojan Travel is to make your journey as easy as possible. Just pack your bags—we take care of the rest. Our office provides support and handles all the necessary details, and professional travel directors assist you throughout your journey. Our travel partners are the best in the industry, and, along with tour managers, carefully select and vet the best locations and properties for each tour. In short, we make sure that your Trojan Travel experience is exceptional.

So wherever your travel dreams may take you, let us help you get there. Visit our website—TrojanTravel.usc.edu—for full details, brochures and updates on all the trips (note that most trips can be booked before the brochures are released).

And...be sure to take full advantage of all USC Alumni Association offers and events by keeping your USC contact information current at FightOnline.usc.edu or by emailing alumni@usc.edu. Fight On!...and Travel On!

THANKS TO OUR 2019 TRAVEL PARTNERS

“We do not take a trip; a trip takes us.”
—John Steinbeck

The USC Alumni Association proudly presents

TROJAN TRAVEL 2019
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Personal Attention: Our Trojan Travel team, tour directors, local guides and hosts will work together to ensure that your trip is the very best.

Trojan Family: Explore the world with USC alumni and other members of the Trojan Family. Unlike the alumni associations of many other universities, no membership fees are required.

Tradition: For more than 40 years, Trojan Travel has provided exceptional tours to destinations near and afar. We work with the most-professional travel partners to provide the best experiences possible.

Lots of Options: Not only do we offer close to 50 trips, but most of them contain elements that allow you to personalize your travel experience. Group travel has been reimagined.

Trojan Travel is pleased to present our 2019 catalog, featuring trips that provide an opportunity for lifelong learning through travel. And we offer something else as well—the excitement and camaraderie of traveling with other members of the Trojan Family. What could be better?

In 2019, USC travelers are invited to explore nearly every region of our wonderful world. Enjoy favorites such as European river cruises and visits to the Far East, as well as brand new tours to Iceland for the northern lights and Uganda to search for mountain gorillas—and so many more! 2019 also marks the 75th anniversary of D-Day, and we’re proud to offer a number of trips that commemorate this milestone.

Our goal at Trojan Travel is to make your journey as easy as possible. Just pack your bags—we take care of the rest. Our office provides support and handles all the necessary details, and professional travel directors assist you throughout your journey. Our travel partners are the best in the industry, and we work with tour directors carefully selected and vet the best locations and properties for each tour. In short, we make sure that your Trojan Travel experience is exceptional.

So wherever your travel dreams may take you, let us help you get there. Visit our website—TrojanTravel.usc.edu—for full details, brochures and updates on all the trips listed here (note that most trips can be booked before the brochures are released). And...be sure to take full advantage of all USC Alumni Association offers and events by keeping your USC contact information current at fightonline.usc.edu or by emailing alumni@usc.edu.
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2019 Trojan Travel Tour Catalog
AFRICA, ASIA & MIDDLE EAST

AFRICA

EXPLORING SIERRA LEONE & GHANA JUN 19-26 19
Get to know both of these British ex-colonies and their unique cultural mix by traveling with Classic Escapes.

SPARKLING CAPE TOWN JUN 19-JUL 3
Experience History, Romance, and for the views of Table Mountain and Table Bay below.

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

OUTBACK EXPLORER JUN 19-JUL 6
Get to know the beauty of Australia and New Zealand this up-close tour around Central Australia.

SPARKLING DOWNTOWN SYDNEY JUN 19-JUL 6
Experience Sydney’s famous harbours, renowned for the iconic sails and famous beaches, or go on a unique journey of exploring Sydney’s history.

EUROPE

EUROPE: THE NORTHERN LIGHTS JUN 20-27
See a different side of New England during a 7-night cruise aboard the M/V Victory II.

EUROPE: THE MEDITERRANEAN JUN 20-27
Back to the 1950s theme aboard the MS Amadeus Silver II.

JOURNEY ALONG THE ELBE JUN 26-AUG 4
Discover the majestic of Northern Europe and its coastal cities and fjords awaits you aboard Oceania’s MS Altezza.

JOURNEY ALONG THE RHINE JUN 28-AUG 5
See hidden piazzas in Venice, majestic castles in Tuscany and call at remote islands aboard the exclusively chartered Santa Margherita.

MAJESTIC VISTAS JUN 28-AUG 5
Explore the Land of Ice and Fire and spend your nights hunting for the aurora borealis, winter’s most dazzling display.

MAJESTIC VISTAS JUN 28-AUG 5
See hidden piazzas in Venice, majestic castles in Tuscany and call at remote islands aboard the exclusively chartered Santa Margherita.

MEDITERRANEAN EXPEDITION JUN 29-JUL 6
The lure of the Mediterranean and the rich and varied allure and style of Southern Europe.

MEDITERRANEAN EXPEDITION JUN 29-JUL 6
The lure of the Mediterranean and the rich and varied allure and style of Southern Europe.

MAJESTIC VISTAS JUN 28-AUG 5
Explore the Land of Ice and Fire and spend your nights hunting for the aurora borealis, winter’s most dazzling display.

MAJESTIC VISTAS JUN 28-AUG 5
Explore the Land of Ice and Fire and spend your nights hunting for the aurora borealis, winter’s most dazzling display.

NORTH AMERICA

NORTH AMERICA

SOUTHERN GRANDEUR JUN 19-JUL 16
The history and hospitality of the Southern Mississippi come to life on this riverboat cruise from Memphis.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY & FRENCH CANADA JUN 19-JUL 23
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

THANKSGIVING IN NEW YORK JUN 20-24
Explore the holiday of Thanksgiving in New York City as you spend a helping of all that Bluegrass Country has to offer.

TOURS OF SOUTH AMERICA

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

JOURNEY FROM THE BRITISH ISLES TO THE FRENCH COAST JUN 22-AUG 3
Journey from the British Isles to the French coast aboard the small ship MS Victory II.

JOURNEY TO THE BRITISH ISLES JUN 22-AUG 3
Journey from the British Isles to the French coast aboard the small ship MS Victory II.

RIVIERAS AND ISLANDS JUN 23-JUL 1
Embrace life on the enchanting Italian Riviera. From your hotel in Sestri Levante, head out to Portofino, Santa Margherita, Camogli, Genoa, the Cinque Terre and more.

SPAIN: ANDALUCÍA IN A PARADOR JUN 24-JUL 1
Explore Andalucia’s greatest treasures and visit one of Spain’s most luxurious and historic paradores.

SPAIN: ANDALUCÍA IN A PARADOR JUN 24-JUL 1
Explore Andalucia’s greatest treasures and visit one of Spain’s most luxurious and historic paradores.

ITALIAN RIVIERA JUN 24-JUL 1
Embrace life on the enchanting Italian Riviera. From your hotel in Sestri Levante, head out to Portofino, Santa Margherita, Camogli, Genoa, the Cinque Terre and more.

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

ALASKA'S GLACIERS & THE INSIDE PASSAGE JUN 20-JUL 23
See a different side of New England during a 7-night cruise aboard the M/V Victory II.

COSTA RICA'S NATURAL HERITAGE JUN 20-JUL 23
Get to the heart of Costa Rica and see the best of this natural paradise through the heart of Costa Rica.

HISTORY AND MYSTERY OF THE INCA JUN 20-JUL 23
Experience the majesty of the Inca, from the ruins at Machu Picchu to the largest city in the New World.

ITALY: ROMAN MARVELS JUN 21-JUL 4
Explore Rome’s landmarks, including the Pantheon, the Colosseum and the Roman Forum.

ITALY: ROMAN MARVELS JUN 21-JUL 4
Explore Rome’s landmarks, including the Pantheon, the Colosseum and the Roman Forum.

JOURNEY TO THE BRITISH ISLES JUN 22-AUG 3
Journey from the British Isles to the French coast aboard the small ship MS Victory II.

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.
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Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

NORTH AMERICA
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SOUTHERN GRANDEUR JUN 19-JUL 16
The history and hospitality of the Southern Mississippi come to life on this riverboat cruise from Memphis.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY & FRENCH CANADA JUN 19-JUL 23
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

THANKSGIVING IN NEW YORK JUN 20-24
Explore the holiday of Thanksgiving in New York City as you spend a helping of all that Bluegrass Country has to offer.

TOURS OF SOUTH AMERICA
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JOURNEY FROM THE BRITISH ISLES TO THE FRENCH COAST JUN 22-AUG 3
Journey from the British Isles to the French coast aboard the small ship MS Victory II.

JOURNEY TO THE BRITISH ISLES JUN 22-AUG 3
Journey from the British Isles to the French coast aboard the small ship MS Victory II.

RIVIERAS AND ISLANDS JUN 23-JUL 1
Embrace life on the enchanting Italian Riviera. From your hotel in Sestri Levante, head out to Portofino, Santa Margherita, Camogli, Genoa, the Cinque Terre and more.

SPAIN: ANDALUCÍA IN A PARADOR JUN 24-JUL 1
Explore Andalucia’s greatest treasures and visit one of Spain’s most luxurious and historic paradores.
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Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.
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ALASKA'S GLACIERS & THE INSIDE PASSAGE JUN 20-JUL 23
See a different side of New England during a 7-night cruise aboard the M/V Victory II.

COSTA RICA'S NATURAL HERITAGE JUN 20-JUL 23
Get to the heart of Costa Rica and see the best of this natural paradise through the heart of Costa Rica.

HISTORY AND MYSTERY OF THE INCA JUN 20-JUL 23
Experience the majesty of the Inca, from the ruins at Machu Picchu to the largest city in the New World.
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ITALY: ROMAN MARVELS JUN 21-JUL 4
Explore Rome’s landmarks, including the Pantheon, the Colosseum and the Roman Forum.

JOURNEY TO THE BRITISH ISLES JUN 22-AUG 3
Journey from the British Isles to the French coast aboard the small ship MS Victory II.

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
Spectacular hot air balloons fill the big blue New Mexico sky as you spend free time in Albuquerque.

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
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GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE JUN 20-JUL 16
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ABROAD Oceania Cruises’

Experience French Polynesia, renowned for its vivid colors and serene beaches, on a 10-night voyage aboard Oceania Cruises’ elegant Sirena. From your port in Tahiti, Leeward Islands, head out to see the biodiversity of the Society Islands, Moorea, Raiatea, and Taha’a, giving you time to delve into Tahitian culture, nature, and cuisine.

**FAIRMOUNT**

**Journey to the Promised Land**

**LEGENDS OF THE NILE**

**Tea ceremonies, ancient temples and samurai history are just part of the allure of Japan. Join us on JAPAN: AN INTIMATE LOOK.**

**UGANDA: GORILLAS & WILDLIFE**

**From Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea, explore the multifaceted history of the region on AHI Travel’s AHI TRAVEL**

**EUROPE**

**NORMANDY: HONFLEUR**

**Sail aboard the exclusively chartered, three-masted yacht.**

**ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY & FRENCH CANADA**

**ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY & FRENCH CANADA**

**THE TRUE DEPTHS OF CUBA**

**THE TAHITIAN ISLANDS (NEW)**

**THE TAHITIAN ISLANDS (NEW)**

**PANAMA CANAL & COSTA RICA**

**PANAMA CANAL & COSTA RICA**

**THE WILDERNESS OF ALASKA**

**THE WILDERNESS OF ALASKA**

**TREASURE ISLANDS OF MADAGASCAR**

**TREASURE ISLANDS OF MADAGASCAR**

**THANKSGIVING IN NEW YORK**

**THANKSGIVING IN NEW YORK**

**EUROPE**

**THE POLE TO POLE CRUISE**

**THE POLE TO POLE CRUISE**

**NEW ENGLAND ISLANDS CRUISE**

**NEW ENGLAND ISLANDS CRUISE**

**NEW ENGLAND ISLANDS CRUISE**

**NEW ENGLAND ISLANDS CRUISE**

**THE MEDITERRANEAN: INSPIRING BEAUTY & CULINARY DELIGHTS**

**THE MEDITERRANEAN: INSPIRING BEAUTY & CULINARY DELIGHTS**

**THE GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE**

**THE GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE**

**SOUTHERN EUROPE**

**SOUTHERN EUROPE**

**THE MED MEDITERRANEAN**

**THE MED MEDITERRANEAN**

**THE MEDITERRANEAN: INSPIRING BEAUTY & CULINARY DELIGHTS**
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**THE GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE**
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**THE GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE**

**THE MEDITERRANEAN: INSPIRING BEAUTY & CULINARY DELIGHTS**

**THE MEDITERRANEAN: INSPIRING BEAUTY & CULINARY DELIGHTS**

**THE GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE**

**THE GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE**
AFRICA, ASIA & MIDDLE EAST

EUROPE

OCEANIA

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

Save $1,000 Off Cruises

ABROAD OCEANIA CRUISES’

Marina

Experience French Polynesia, renowned for its vivid colors and serene beaches, on a 10-night voyage. Free airfare.

Go Next | Cruise | From $4,299

Visit Ashmore & Cartier Islands, Wallis & Futuna, Loyalty Islands and Vanuatu; includes a 2-night stay in Tahiti. Free Airfare.

Go Next | Cruise | From $4,599

JOURNEY ALONG THE ELBE

The majesty of Northern Europe and its coastal cities and fjords awaits you aboard Oceania Cruises’ Insignia. Join us for a golfing getaway on the Elbe River.

Go Next | Cruise | From $5,099

NORTH AMERICA

MEDITERRANEAN PATHWAYS

Step aboard the all-inclusive and luxury Le Boréal and meet Dwight D. Eisenhower. Join us for a golfing getaway on the Mediterranean.

Go Next | Cruise | From $4,995

NORTHERN GORILLAS & WILDLIFE

Travel to Bwindi Impenetrable Forest National Park and Virunga National Park to encounter the world’s only remaining wild mountain gorillas. Join us for a golfing getaway to Uganda.

Go Next | Cruise/Land | From $4,995

PASSAGE THROUGH THE TROPICAL WATERS OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER

See some of the most spectacular scenery in the world aboard Quivira. Join us for a golfing getaway on the Columbia River.

Go Next | Cruise | From $4,995

Passage Through the Caribbean, Central & South America

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.

Join us for a golfing getaway to the region’s most vibrant destinations.
AFRICA, ASIA & MIDDLE EAST

EUROPE

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

EUROPE: THE NORTHERN LIGHTS

MARINA. Free airfare.

Journey to Singapore and Bangkok, stroll through the magnificent Angkor temples and ride the elegant tuk-tuk through the Hanging Gardens of Babylon. From tartans to an ale tasting, from Edinburgh Castle to the Old Course in St. Andrews, contemplate on this 12-night passage from Oslo to London. Free airfare.

NORTH AMERICA

AHI Travel | Cruise | From $4,299

Take in the unforgettable sights of Italy, Greece, Croatia and Turkey during this remarkable 10-night voyage aboard Oceania Cruises' Le Ponant. In nine magical ports, you’ll experience the majesty of Northern Europe and its coastal cities and fjords aboard Oceania’s Nautica ship. All the elements for an indelible journey are set: a spirited itinerary, a thrilling lineup of ports, the warm hospitality of your shipboard family, and onboard activities for kids. The majesty of Northern Europe and its coastal cities and fjords awaits you aboard Oceania’s Nautica ship. All the elements for an indelible journey are set: a spirited itinerary, a thrilling lineup of ports, the warm hospitality of your shipboard family, and onboard activities for kids.

P.COLOR: From Achill Island to Galway, survey Ireland’s rugged western coast—the Wild Atlantic Way. Immerse yourself in Italian life in the fabled Lake District, with charming accommodations in the heart of Lake Garda and the historic city of Verona. Surround yourself with culture and the beautiful outdoors in Croatia and along the Dalmatian Coast. Let the charms of England’s universities and villages entrance you during this tour that also features a trip to the beaches of Normandy. Blenheim Palace and Highclere Castle, AKA “Downton Abbey.” Let the majesty of Northern Europe and its coastal cities and fjords surround you aboard Oceania’s Nautica ship. All the elements for an indelible journey are set: a spirited itinerary, a thrilling lineup of ports, the warm hospitality of your shipboard family, and onboard activities for kids.

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE

PASSAGE THROUGH THE CARIBBEAN, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA

GREAT JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE

From tartans to an ale tasting, from Edinburgh Castle to the Old Course in St. Andrews, contemplate on this 12-night passage from Oslo to London. Free airfare.

WATERWAYS OF RUSSIA

EGYPTE: THE NILE

SAILING THE WINDWARD ISLANDS

CANNES: AMALFI COAST & SOUTHERN ITALY

From Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea, explore the multifaceted history of the Holy Land with Classic Escapes’ Land from $6,395. From Achill Island to Galway, survey Ireland’s rugged western coast—the Wild Atlantic Way. Immerse yourself in Italian life in the fabled Lake District, with charming accommodations in the heart of Lake Garda and the historic city of Verona. Surround yourself with culture and the beautiful outdoors in Croatia and along the Dalmatian Coast.

AFRICA, ASIA & MIDDLE EAST
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AFRICA, ASIA & MIDDLE EAST
EUROPE
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
The Trojan Travel Difference

**Discovery:** Enjoy the joys of lifelong learning through the experience of travel. When possible, USC faculty or alumni will accompany your tour.

**Personal Attention:** Our Trojan Travel team, tour directors, local guides and hosts will work together to ensure that your trip is the very best.

**Trojan Family:** Explore the world with USC alumni and other members of the Trojan Family. Unlike the alumni associations of many other universities, no membership fees are required.

**Tradition:** For more than 40 years, Trojan Travel has provided exceptional tours to destinations near and far. We work with the most-professional travel partners to provide the best experiences possible.

**Lots of Options:** Not only do we offer more than 50 trips, but most of them contain elements that allow you to personalize your travel experience. Group travel has been redone!

Trojan Travel is pleased to present our 2019 catalog, featuring trips that provide an opportunity for lifelong learning through travel, and we offer something else as well—the excitement and camaraderie of traveling with other members of the Trojan Family. What could be better?

In 2019, USC travelers are invited to explore nearly every region of our wonderful world. Enjoy favorites such as European river cruises and visits to the Far East, as well as brand-new tours to Iceland for the northern lights and Uganda to search for mountain gorillas—and so many more! USC also marks the 75th anniversary of D-Day, and we’re proud to offer a number of trips that commemorate this milestone.

Our goal at Trojan Travel is to make your journey as easy as possible. Just pack your bags—we take care of the rest. Our office provides support and handles all the necessary details, and professional travel directors assist you throughout your journey. Our travel partners are the best in the industry, and we work with tour directors carefully select and vet the best locations and properties for each tour. In short, we make sure that your Trojan Travel experience is exceptional.

So wherever your travel dreams may take you, let us help you get there. Visit our website—TrojanTravel.usc.edu—for full details, brochures and updates on all the trips listed here (note that most trips can be booked before the brochures are released).

And…be sure to take full advantage of all USC Alumni Association offers and events by keeping your USC contact information current at Fightonline.usc.edu or by emailing alumni@usc.edu.

Fight On!...and Travel On!

THANKS TO OUR 2019 TRAVEL PARTNERS

“We do not take a trip; a trip takes us.”

—John Steinbeck

2019 Trojan Travel Tour Catalog

Travel with USC.